
Past Continuous Passive Form

Name: Date: __/__/20__

It is probable that at that very early date some German troops also
________________________ for the same purpose.
1.

(bring up)were being brought up

She __________________ in again, into the toils of life.2. (draw)was being drawn

While I ______________________ to my prison she was hurried off to the
other end of the village.
3.

(conduct)
was being conducted

A load of wounded guards ___________________ to the surface.4. (raise)was being raised

He ____________________ between the hands of two forces.5. (twist)was being twisted

Soon the village was filled with the queer figures, and shots
___________________.
6.

(fire)were being fired

___________________ away by the eye of man which is troubled by many
things, or was the better side of the girl coming to the surface under different
conditions?

7.

(he/lead/?)

Was he being led

It was freely taken by the stranger, who, while shaking it, saw that he
_____________________ from head to foot.
8.

(examine)was being examined

Wounded men _____________________ to the rear and the noise just
ahead told of mischief there.
9.

(bring)
were being brought

They were without hope for the future and felt that they
_____________________ out by the more active spirits in the country.
10.

(crowd)
were being crowded

He told me that everything was going wrong-that it
___________________ aside by all sorts of things, and he had lost heart.
11.

(push)
was being pushed

Especially high prices __________________ for all sorts of farm produce.12.
(pay)

were being paid

No one was in sight and she doubted that the building
____________________.
13.

(watch)was being watched
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I was certain that someone _____________________.14. (murder)was being murdered

Companies ____________________ for buying up and working numbers
of claims together.
15.

(form)
were being formed

She hoped by certain sounds to make out at least in which direction she
____________________ away.
16.

(carry)was being carried

He suspected that he _________________ the victim of some kind of
joke.
17.

(make)
was being made

He believed-I think he did believe-that the woman
____________________.
18.

(wrong)was being wronged

The curious thing was, though, the more he walked the farther off he got,
as though the road ______________________ under his feet.
19.

(stretch)was being stretched

Walter felt that he ______________________, or overlooked.20. (forget)was being forgotten
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